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The Universal Council  

Charter  
 

 

 

Introduction 
 

 

The Universal Council is here to serve each and every soul in the universe.  

 

This charter for humanity is recognizing all collective commitments of all souls on planet 

earth and in the universes and for all to be as equal. 

 

As the Universal Council journeys along this path of service, the council guides to elevate all 

souls for them to bring peace on this planet and, in their process of travel and existence, in the 

universe as a whole. 

 

The Universal Council, guarantees that souls, who and which leave or live on this planet, will 

obey the rules of peaceful co-existence on earth and beyond and the only course from this 

point on for all souls is to be in peace and in harmony at all times. 

 

This council is and will be the true reflection of the whole of humanity on Earth and in Space. 

 

The expression of this essence is the unity of all beings in the path of serving all 

unconditionally. 

 

This charter provides a bridge amongst all men and all inhabitants of this planet and between 

Humanity and the Universal Community. 

 

Through the beauty of the soul of diversity of the languages spoken on planet earth, all souls 

are as equal and all are as Creators as they are created in the image of the Creator. 
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With this understanding the Universal Council establishes this charter, to guide the soul of 

mankind and all others, so that Humanity knows how to conduct themselves in a peaceful 

manner and harmony with each other and with all other beings of the universes. 

 

Every being can receive and take from this document according to their needs and level of 

understanding. 

 

The soul of the Universal Council invites every soul to the charter for humanity to serve with 

love and peace for all creations of the Creator. 
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Universal Guidelines 
 

 

Servitude is the Essence of the Soul 

 

The essence through servitude and peace elevates the collective soul of planet earth and this 

in turn radiates across universes. 

 

In its peaceful relationship with the planet and all living beings, humanity becomes aware of 

the essence of its entirety. 

 

A true human is a lover of all life in every dimension and at every point in all the universes. 

 

Our service is through our souls in the full understanding that serving is the way of elevating 

another soul in its path of its journey through the universe. 

 

Serving is an expression of the beauty and the essence of the soul of the universal existences. 

Serving is unconditional love to bring unity of all beings. 

 

The creation or entry of any soul in one cycle of creation is the seed of a new life and the 

beginning of a new cycle. 

 

The soul brings all beings into peace with the bond of love, trust, understanding and 

compassion. 

 

All beings possess a soul and a soul always seeks balance. 

 

The soul is loving and gives unconditionally. 

 

The soul is forgiving and records in its strength all events. 
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The soul has the highest order of all strength beyond all else and is everlasting according to 

totality spectrum of souls in the universe, and through experiencing all, the soul is aware of 

itself as the source of all that is good for itself and for all others. 

 

The soul is omniscient. 

 

The soul is sovereign of his own essence. 

 

All souls position themselves by their unique strength in the interaction to be in harmony 

with all and their surroundings. 

 

The soul exists through unconditional love and embraces all. 

 

The soul is the creator and protector of the soul of physicality and is the essence of creator of 

physicality, and in being so, the soul is the collaborator of the manifestation of physical life to 

offer the chance of experiencing if be, to participate in creation of new cycle of life. 

 

The soul holds all treasures and wisdom within its spectrum of strength. 
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The Universal Council 

 

The responsibility of the Universal Council is to guarantee that each language on earth and those of 

other essence(s) of creation and from other positions in the universe which reside on earth, are 

represented as one Universal Council member and all languages have the same rights, equal 

responsibility, value and position in the council. 

 

Each member represents the needs and wishes of the peoples and entities who speak their native 

language, regardless of the geographical circumstances. 

 

Members of the Universal Council are here to support mankind and others on Earth and beyond to 

facilitate a peaceful, prosperous future for the human race and others for harmonious coexistence on 

earth and within the Universal Community. 
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Universal Council Mandate 
 

The soul of the Universal Council member should shine like the light of the creator, to be the 

source of light for other souls and radiate the light of the beauty of the creator and have and 

try to reach all attributes of The Soul of The Creator. 

 

In time creatures of the universe shall see the light of the soul of the man and not the 

physicality of the man. 

 

Members of the Universal Council are chosen by strength of their souls alone in serving the 

humanity and the universal community and never by others. 

 

The members of the council can't announce themselves as a member of the council unless it 

is announced and registered under the council’s registrar panel. 

 

No members of the council can ever speak as themselves as being a member of the council to 

influence their opinion or words, as then if done so, at this point immediately they lose their 

seat in the council and a new member can stand for the vacant position. 

 

The members of the council shall not be elected, but chosen by the soul of the man for it to be 

able to serve the humanity and as the soul of council members self-select themselves. 

 

The dedication of the soul of the council comes from service through giving from the soul 

and not by talk or physical actions. 

 

No Member of the council has the right, or can or ever should be, elected by giving their 

time, money and effort on promoting oneself, as the others see the true soul of the man and 

his intentions. 

 

Those who try to show that they are better servants of humanity, they do not stand a chance to 

take a seat in the council. 
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A Universal Council member cannot nominate a new council member, otherwise they lose 

their seat in the council. 

 

The Universal Council is here to serve those who live on earth and in space with true 

intentions and not spoken words. 

 

Once in space and, in due course, men will observe and feel other souls and not its 

physicality and voice. 

 

Man in space will understand his true value and this council becomes the true representation 

of the interest of the whole of the souls of the earth both on earth and in space. 

 

There shall be no head of the council elected as the souls through their own position and 

serving the humanity will find balance to create a balanced council. 

 

There shall be no voting as one sees the truth and feels the real intention of others. 

 

In the council, once one promotes a certain motion for it to establish as effective course for 

elevation of the souls or collective soul of the race of the planet, or do something for the good 

of the man, then the other souls will understand and support the motion of the presented case 

through their intention and support of the soul and not by voting. 

 

The Universal Council is to be the bridge between humanity and the Universal Community. 

 

The Universal Council will be the contact point for all humans and other beings traveling in 

space or beings visiting planet earth. 

 

The Universal Council is responsible for interaction with the Universal Community 

(conditions/interface/visitors/ for those already here) 

 

The Universal Council will be the interface between, on how to share on earth new 

technologies offered by the Universal Community through open source and free for all. 

 

_________________ 
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Definition of Key Terms  
 

 

• Soul of the physicality: In each entity’s body, each cell of the body has a soul. All 

those souls combined make the soul of physicality.  

• Soul of the totality (Essence): This is the soul that is the creator of physicality of 

entities.  
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Universal Council members 
 

 

 

 

Akan  Benjamin Mensah   uc.akan@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Arabic  Jamila Melhli    uc.arabic@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Armenian Armen Kavoukjian   uc.armenian@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Bengali Mosfeq Rashid   uc.bengali@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Cantonese Christina Lam    uc.cantonese@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Dutch  Carolina De Roose   uc.dutch@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Farsi  Azar Boujaran-Ghomi   uc.farsi@theuniversalcouncil.org  

German Caroline Priller   uc.german@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Gĩkũyũ Gatua wa Mbugwa   uc.gikuyu@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Hokkien Snep Chien Yu Chen   uc.hokkien@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Italian  Stefania D’Addetta   uc.italian@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Mandarin Chaoao Shi    uc.mandarin@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Moba  Yatoute Maguiman   uc.moba@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Norwegian Marie Kalve    uc.norwegian@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Polish  Przemyslaw (Pete) Woznowski uc.polish@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Portuguese Rui Pereira    uc.portuguese@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Spanish Ursula Collombier   uc.spanish@theuniversalcouncil.org  

Tamil  Mothirajan Jayaprakash  uc.tamil@theuniversalcouncil.org  

 

 

 

 

 

The Universal Council can also be contacted through the following email address 

peace@theuniversalcouncil.org  
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mailto:uc.farsi@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.german@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.gikuyu@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.hokkien@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.italian@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.mandarin@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.moba@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.norwegian@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.polish@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.portuguese@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.spanish@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:uc.tamil@theuniversalcouncil.org
mailto:peace@theuniversalcouncil.org
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• KF spaceshipinstitute.org, Universal Council Members, available at: 

https://universalcouncil.keshefoundation.org/Members/ 

• Stichting The Keshe Foundation, The Universal Council, available at: 

http://www.keshefoundation.org/about/uc 

 

 

The soul teachings released by M.T. Keshe. 
 

 

Go back to the very first paper published called: «The Creation of Black Holes» Where I say, 

«The Black Hole even though is black, is the Essence of Life, Creation, the controller of 

everything, then the skin of the Copper is that Black Hole which absorbs everything.» But we 

know, through it, is one of the best supplier of energy, when you can release it as a GANS, in 

the Dimension of the State of the Field of the environment. The State of the Soul of the Man, 

and the Physicality of the Man, in a simple way, has been shown through the Nanocoating 

and the structure of the Copper. If you trust, to see a Copper to become black, and then you 

create the GANS to take its Fields, and then you understand, in the process that we have 

shown we can use these Fields to create the Matter in their interaction. Why don't you trust in 

your Soul where you can do the same?  

[source: https://youtu.be/8SNnfGCjpuA?t=1h6m1s] 

 

  

https://universalcouncil.keshefoundation.org/Members/
http://www.keshefoundation.org/about/uc
https://youtu.be/8SNnfGCjpuA?t=1h6m1s
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Soul teachings (work in progress) 

 

198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

 

The work of the Soul and the connections with its Physicality 

52:21 - 1:07:07    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=52m21s 

 

In Space we do not need Planet, to manifest ourselves 

1:07:07 - 1:11:16    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h7m7s 

 

It’s the Wish of our physical Soul which dictates the new environment 

1:11:16 - 1:19:47    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h11m16s 

 

At the time of death the Soul of Physicality moves within the Soul of the Man 

1:19:47 - 1:26:52    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h19m47s 

 

The Balance of Peace in respect to understanding the Totality of the Creation 

1:26:52 - 1:32:00    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h26m52s 

 

The Soul of the Man and the physical Soul of the Man have to be at Peace 

1:32:00 - 1:38:28    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h32m 

 

There is no religion but the Peace of Soul of the Man 

1:38:28 - 1:44:24    Extract from 198th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 16, 2017 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h38m28s 

 

 

197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

 

A Wish comes from the Soul of the physical part of the body of the Man 

1:34:53 - 1:49:24    Extract from 197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h34m53s 

 

Our Wishes of Peace are moving in a direction which was impossible to imagine 

1:49:24 - 1:52:22    Extract from 197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h49m24s 

 

https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=52m21s
https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h7m7s
https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h11m16s
https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h19m47s
https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h26m52s
https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h32m
https://youtu.be/oQcKC9qDPG0?t=1h38m28s
https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h34m53s
https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h49m24s
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As Mehran Tavakoli Keshe, my Wish has come True 

1:52:22 - 1:58:00    Extract from 197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h52m22s 

 

The connection between my Wish and my Soul (drawing) 

1:58:00 - 2:22:10    Extract from 197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h58m 

 

The time of punishment and fear is over 

2:22:10 - 2:31:52    Extract from 197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=2h22m10s 

 

The wish explained like the gravity and the inertia 

2.31:52 - 2:34:09    Extract from 197th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 9, 2017 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=2h31m52s 

 

 

196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

 

How can you let a Soul of another person see what you see, with your Soul?  

11:40 - 18:58    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November  2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=11m53s 

 

Earth is like a Galaxy, with so many Stars  

18:58 - 23:07    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November  2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=18m58s 

 

Peace by elevation of Souls  

23:07 - 32:51    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November  2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=23m7s 

 

Make the reactor of your Soul, the reactor of the change  

32:51 - 44:20    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November  2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=32m51s 

 

Let the elevation of their Soul be the Peace for Man  

44:20 - 46:14    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November  2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=44m20s 

 

 

Trust in oneself's strength of the Soul 

46:14 - 54:42    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November  2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=46m14s 

https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h52m22s
https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=1h58m
https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=2h22m10s
https://youtu.be/CAdyNDHa8LQ?t=2h31m52s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=11m41s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=18m58s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=23m7s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=32m51s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=44m20s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=46m14s
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The Universe is the oyster for those Souls who serve  

54:42 - 57:00    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=54m42s 

 

Now it's time for the Man to move the causes of the war  

57:00 - 1:05:11    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=57m 

 

Now we have to understand the conduct of the Soul.   

1:05:11 - 1:12:40    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h5m11s 

 

The operation of the Earth  

1:12:40 - 1:17:58    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h12m40s 

 

The keys for the Peace on this Planet  

1:17:58 - 1:35:25    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h17m58s 

 

The time of change is here  

1:35:25 - 1:47:31    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h35m25s 

 

I have walked you into the path of Peace 

1:47:31- 1:56:20    Extract from 196th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - November 2, 2017 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h47m31s 

 

 

195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

 

Soul Revolution and Wishing  

11:46 - 15:03    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=11m46s 

 

You are in a mosaic of Fields and every other entity in the Universe has a say in your Wish 

15:03 - 16:54    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=15m3s 

 

In the Universe there are many nomads 

16:54 - 24:47    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=16m54s 

https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=54m42s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=57m
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h5m11s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h12m40s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h17m58s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h35m25s
https://youtu.be/kaRpnPO4H7g?t=1h47m31s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=11m46s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=15m3s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=16m54s
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The Mutation of elements  

24:47 - 40:57    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=24m47s  

 

I feed through my Soul my fellow Man  

40:57 - 51:54    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=40m57s 

 

Transmutation of the Fields into the elements  

51:54 - 1:02:12    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=51m54s 

 

My wish is Peace  

1:02:12 - 1:16:12    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=1h2m12s 

 

The virgin birth / the child of the souls   

1:16:12 - 1:41:55    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=1h16m12s 

 

Understand the interaction of the Fields  

1:41:55 - 2:03:45    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=1h41m55s 

 

Understanding Emotions  

2:03:45 - 2:28:20    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=2h3m45s 

 

The process of understanding ones Soul   

2:28:20- 2:46:27    Extract from 195th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 26, 2017 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=2h28m20s 

 

 

194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

 

Who are we in the body of the Universe? 

12:37- 24:27    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=12m37s 

 

The rainbows of the Universe/ The reality of the Soul of the Man 

24:27 - 33:35    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=24m27s 

https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=24m47s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=40m57s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=51m54s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=1h2m19s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=1h16m12s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=1h41m55s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=2h3m45s
https://youtu.be/dLSuKtjKMBA?t=2h28m20s
https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=12m37s
https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=24m27s
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Interaction with another Soul 

33:35 - 39:01    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=33m35s 

 

Feeding the physicality through the Soul of the Man 

39:01 - 47:29    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017  

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=39m1s 

 

The rivers of the Universe and the Oasis System of the Soul of the man 

47:29 - 1:01:35    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=47m29s 

 

The maturity of the understanding  

1:01:35 - 1:11:27    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=1h1m35s 

 

The end of kingships 

1:11:27 - 1:22:40    Extract from 194th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - October 19, 2017 

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=1h11m27s 

 

 

193rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - Thursday, October 12, 2017 

 

Ethos of the Universe - How to manifest yourself in Deeper Space. 

51:29 - 58:10     

Extract from 193rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - Thursday, October 12, 2017 

https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=51m29s 

 

Interacting with others 

58:10 - 1:07:12  

Extract from 193rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - Thursday, October 12, 2017 

https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=58m10s 

 

Manifest what you need in Deeper Space 

01:07:32 - 1:13:12  

Extract from 193rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - Thursday, October 12, 2017 

https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=1h7m32s 

 

The physicians of the Universe 

1:13:12 - 1:23:00  

Extract from 193rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - Thursday, October 12, 2017 

https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=1h13m12s  

https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=33m35s
https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=39m1s
https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=47m29s
https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=1h1m35s
https://youtu.be/xw4y-cfmDhM?t=1h11m27s
https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=51m29s
https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=58m10s
https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=1h7m32s
https://youtu.be/D9s4mCVtKBo?t=1h13m12s
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Points below raised by members of the council during discussions and the 

writing of the universal charter. 

 

The points below have not been registered but preserved for future 

references and possible adding to the charter in the future as the council 

matures in its work and responsibilities. 
 

 

Collective thoughts and discussions. 

The soul offers us to serve unconditionally in any dimension. 

The soul offers everything that the human being can imagine and beyond. 

The soul offer you peace offer you love offer you friendship. 

The soul sees your beauties. 

The soul hears your needs and knows your emotions. 

From the soul wisdom flows from the Highest Source. 

Let us unite and peaceful. 

All souls position themselves by their unique strength in the interaction with each other and 

the environment 

Let’s elevate the Soul of Humanity to find the Peace in themselves. 

To elevate their understanding so they become true servants and true lovers.  

Every child needs to be embraced with love and care and wisdom  

The souls are immutably beautiful and correct. 

The souls have no boundary and they are all from one source. 
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The souls can manifest themselves in versatile forms according to the fields and matters 

available in the environment. As a result, the recognition of a man is not from the physical 

appearance but from the soul. 

A soul needs the interactions with others as well as the environment to understand the 

existence and unlimited power of itself. 

The souls are free to choose to separate from their physicality in order to start another journey 

with or without new physical manifestation.  

There is no death but only transformation in the universe. 

 

Humanity learns from their experience with the guidance from the soul of enjoying the 

pleasure of being peaceful. 

The Charter of the soul in physicality on planet earth loving unconditionally is giving 

unconditionally. 

Humanity and Universal citizen are free to reside anywhere on Planet earth in full 

understanding of this universal council charter and the constitution received from the earth 

council. 

Humanity through guidance and receiving knowledge about the position of the soul and the 

full knowledge are the creator in the present physicality. 

Will achieve peace, love and freedom trough known conditions from the present condition in 

physicality.  

Humanity will acquire the freedom to contribute meaningfully to any place on planet earth, 

and this in respect of the rights, beliefs, and opinions of all citizens. 

The immeasurable gift for humanity is understanding the soul is the highest strength beyond 

anything else.  

The soul cannot be destructed or damaged, let’s end the suffering and anger in the world. 

The soul creates all, the soul is aware of itself as the source of all goodness.  

The soul guides Men on the path of love and happiness. 

Humanity will acquire the freedom to contribute meaningfully to any place on planet earth 

In respect of the rights, beliefs, and opinions of others and all universal citizens. 

You will see how, and by wish and will, we can touch the law and bring the change equality 

in any Nation without being politicians your power is so big! 
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To elevate the Soul of those who struggle to find the Peace in themselves.  

To elevate their understanding so they become true servants and true lovers.  

Every child needs to learn peaceful and we embrace them with love and care and our wisdom 

(or knowledge) to guide them in the right direction. 

We will need constantly to share knowledge how to serve in beauty, create and facilitate to 

improve the quality of life for the highest benefit of all beings, creatures and entities.  

 

All beings can sustain themselves to the abundance of fields and matters in different strength 

in the universe.  

No longer is destruction or consumption is needed. 

The souls of men are immutably beautiful and correct.  

The present illnesses in the physicality is a result trough imbalance in the emotion. 

Reverse and rebalancing comes from and trough full understanding of the correct conduct.  

Men learns from their experience with the guidance from the soul of enjoying the pleasure of 

being peaceful. 

Humanity has to receive all resources of education available to learn the path of beauty of the 

the Soul. 

See the beauty of your Soul. 

Gain knowledge of the totality to beautify the way to serve. 

Conduct properly manifesting unity across all dimensions and strength of the 

souls attributes. 

Be present to serve wherever there is a need: Examples: Disaster situation, maintaining 

peace. 

Elevating beings in conflicts seek higher strengths to balance the weak. 

A true human and lover of all lives is in every dimension and strength, as the soul manifests 

itself. 

Recognize every soul to be part of one totality through service. 

The attributes of the of the Creator are the attributes of my Soul. 

I elevate my Soul by serving and giving. 
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The field strength dictates my position in respect to the others Souls field strength 

Understanding my position the stronger always gives to the weaker. 

The greatest achievement for humanity is to now one’s own Creator within, and the Source of 

that Creator within one self. 

The elevation of your soul is Loving unconditionally is giving unconditionally 

The Charter of the soul in physicality on planet earth loving unconditionally is giving 

unconditionally. 

We don’t have to be biological parent to take care of a child. 

Every child is a new soul created by creator and parents are facilitators with love with 

creation. 

A woman who is pregnant will have all protection, and all her needs has to be met. 

Nutritional value for the Soul, the Mind and The physicality of both. 

All children will be treated with unconditional Love, there is no conditional love under any 

circumstances. 

A child grows with the essence of her or his own soul not the essence of the parent’s soul. 

The parents only guiding what is already there, which is the child’s own essence. 

There is No Gender Difference in new era, boys and girls are created by the same creator, so 

they are treated and welcomed equally. 

Now with the present time; With the birth of each child we have the opportunity to teach 

them the essential of Peaceful Life on planet earth and in all universes. 
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Chaoao   
 

 

 

Understanding of the soul:  

The soul has the highest strength beyond anything else. It cannot be destructed or damaged. 

The everlasting soul creates all, and through experiencing them, the soul is aware of itself as 

the source of all goodness. The soul is omniscient since it is the first and the last, and the one 

in all dimensions.  

The soul manifests itself in different dimensions. The soul is the honorer, the exalter, the 

expander, the protector and the forgive. By presenting its different attributes, the soul guides 

all beings to the right path of love. Different manifestations are the results of the soul finding 

its balance with the environment.  

All beings have souls. They are equal in the essence, since their souls are connected and 

unified. The soul brings all beings into peace with the bond of love, trust, understanding, 

compassion and forgiving.  

The soul is the sovereign lord. All souls position themselves by their unique strength in the 

interaction with each other and the environment. Then, the whole universe follows.  

The soul is abundant and self-sufficient. The soul opens itself to give unconditionally and 

embrace all. It expedites the prosperity of all dimensions.  

The soul gives birth to life, and through all experiences, the soul gets elevated to recognize its 

gloriousness and holiness. The elevation of souls pushes forward the evolution of beings.  

The soul hides all treasures and wisdom inside itself. The way to find them is to give. The 

more one gives, the more one receives.  

The soul is powerful and able to achieve anything. Its supreme power can be reached with the 

faith.  
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Human's conduct in the universe  

All the resources are abundant in the universe and can be freely taken and used by all beings 

without going against other souls. There is no need to store or occupy the resources.  

Men cannot take more than they need. The excessive amount that is taken and refused to 

release will be eventually abused, which as a result brings damages to those men themselves.  

The motions are created by the intention of soul and its interaction with the environment, 

where the balance keeps the motion status while the imbalance changes the status.  

The rewards come from the pleasure of being balanced and bringing balance to other places 

in the universe. There is no mandatory work but only service for all beings living in the 

universe.  

Men have the freedom of movement and can temporarily or permanently travel or stay in an 

area according to their wishes. Men do not need to exclusively occupy a fixed space to live 

in.  

The souls of men have no boundary and they are connected all the time. The universe exists 

and operates in the structure of human and vice versa.  

Men in the universe can find the way to anywhere they want to go through the emotional 

directions as well as the soul connections.  

Men can feed themselves by opening up to the abundance of fields and matters of different 

strength in the universe. No destruction for feeding is needed.  

The souls of men are immutably beautiful and correct. The illness is the result of imbalance 

in the emotion as well as physicality, and the treatment comes from the rebalance.  

The souls of men can freely choose to be rejected from their physicality in order to start 

another journey with or without new physical manifestation.  

The souls of men can manifest themselves in versatile forms according to the fields and 

matters available in the environment. As a result, the recognition of a man is not from the 

physical appearance but from the soul.  

The soul of man needs to interact with others as well as the environment in order to 

understand the existence and unlimited power of itself.  

Men are limited only by themselves. The unknown existing environment is not dangerous if 

men have understanding the strength of their souls.  

Men share with the universal community their unique knowledge gained through their 

experiences of the success and mistake on the planet Earth.  
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Men speak from their souls without nothing intentionally hidden in the words. This brings 

comfort and peace to the souls of the men.  

The soul can freely choose its partner or partners usually according to the field strength of the 

souls no matter where and when and who they are.  

Men learns from their experience with the guidance from the soul of enjoying the pleasure of 

being peaceful.  

The decisions should come from the soul instead of from the attachment to the physicality.  

The pleasure comes from satisfying the needs of loving and giving unconditionally.  
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Benjamin 
 

 

A Universal citizen can interact with all Universal souls under the following conditions: 

 

1)Freedom to reside and work in other universes or worlds. 

2)Freedom to enter and leave  into other worlds 

3)Freedom to pursue “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” 

4)Freedom to contribute meaningfully to any place I find myself in the universe 

5)Respect the rights, beliefs, and opinions of others universal citizens 

This Five major cardinal points are my contributions 

I told them we Need to expand on it. 

Every point has so much 

On the topic of the constitution 
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Pete 
 

 

 

Dear UC members, 

I offer you peace. 

I offer you love. 

I offer you friendship. 

I see your beauty. 

I hear your need. 

I feel your feelings. 

My wisdom flows from the Highest Source. 

I salute that Source in you. 

 

 

Every child needs to learn their lessons and we embrace them with love, care, our wisdom 

and knowledge to guide them in the right direction :) 

 

To elevate the Soul of those who struggle to find Peace in themselves.  

To elevate their understanding so they become true servants and true lovers.  
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Snep 
 

 

 

The full text of the charter is as follows: 

We are the gardeners. 

We serve in a garden of souls 

And We are the flowers. 
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Paul Yatoute  

 

 

 
Togo Government has started also new social system for every Togolese to get minimum of 

living income freely! 

Can you see how, by wish and Will we can touch the law of our country without being 

politicians? 

Your power is so big! 

Don't let any more, someone abuse the citizens of any Nation on this planet! 

I Am looking closely the evolution and I can see the beauty of your Soul! 

Please, if from now, we (1P1R1N) just site and watching things happens to us like man 

without power, we will be responsible for the Soul in suffer! 

Let end the suffer and anger in the world like you had done for TOGO! 

In so short time, we have change our Nation! 

Thanks for all, I will forward the government decision for you to enjoy the work of your 

Soul! 

I don't have the right words to express my happiness! 

I enjoy the Soul of all of you! 

Thanks Thanks!  

1) The Soul (creature) shouldn't claim to be the owner of other Souls in the Universe 

(children, animals, stone, land....)SOUL NEVER CLAIMS 

2) All resources (materials and materials) should be put together to educate the Beings in the 

way that the Soul of Beings will be the center power of the next generation 

3) 80-95% of work of Beings need to be oriented in the direction of work of Soul of Beings 

4) All type of Beings problems (life obstacles, difficulties, problems...) have to become the 

types of exercises in the space, and will call for solidarity and unity of Beings to free the soul 

in capture (Beings should interact, cooperate to remove the problem, pain... of those) 
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5) The Soul conduct need to be taught at school, in family and in the society for Beings to 

teach their essence to carry the Soul of the creator. 

6) The eye of the Soul need to be used in every aspect of life before any decision or action is 

taken. 

7) The end of the physical life of any beings in the Universe, should be prohibited by the 

Souls of all entities. 

8) Adoration, admiration and respect for the fields of the Soul (essence of life) will be the 

new temple of the next generation (for them to be in touch with the Universe) 

9) The principle of superiority/inferiority should be broken by the understanding of 

interaction and importance of cells/tissue/organs/micro/macro entities fields in the universe 

10) The matter and the physicality of every entity or Being needs the understanding of their 

nature and condition of their manifestation, for Beings to avoid abusing the lives of other 

Beings. 

11) Beings need to be in interaction every moment to release the fields of their nature to 

confirm their existence and to help other Beings to confirm their existence. 

12) Entities and Beings need to be in service for those entities for them to admit the 

importance of the different lives. 

13) Entities and Beings need to replicate the condition of life of those entities. 

14) The teaching released by Mr. Keshe need to become the tools of a new social structure 

base. 

15) Every entity and being need to be educated in sensing the fields forming the condition of 

his manifestation and his essence. 
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Caroline Priller    

 

 

 

Dear Universal Communities, 

 

Thank you very much for giving us the possibility and the trust to write the charter. 

We are the light, we carry the light, we spread the light. 

We are the love, we carry the love, we spread the love. 

We are the peace, we carry the peace, we spread the peace. 

We are one with the creator, we are one with the source, we are one with the essence. 

We are one with planet earth united in light, love and peace. 

We work, live and act for the highest benefit of all beings, creatures and entities. 

We honor all beings, creatures and entities on planet earth and in the universe. 

We honor all animals, plants and elements on planet earth and in the universe. 

We honor the weak and strong, the big and small, the black and white, the young and old, the 

male and female on planet earth and in the universe. 

There is no difference between weak and strong, big and small, black and white, young and 

old, male and female. We are all the same, we are all of the same importance, we are all one. 

There is no better, there is no worse, no one is better, no one is worse. We are all the same, we 

are all of the same importance, we are all one. 

There is no separation, there is no exclusion, we are all the same, we are all of the same 

importance, we are all one. 

There is no imbalance, everything is in balance. We contribute in keeping everything in 

balance. 

There is no disorder, everything is in order. We contribute in keeping everything in order. 

There is nothing disgusting, everything is full of beauty. We contribute in keeping everything 

beautifully. 
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There is more between planet earth and the universe than our eyes can see and our ears can 

hear. We always see clearly with our hearts. 

There is more than we need. We are always full of joy, happiness, felicity, harmony, beauty, 

strength, power, oneness, unity, peace, love and light. 

There is constant self-improvement. We constantly work on ourselves to become better, to 

create better results and to improve the quality of our work for the highest benefit of all 

beings, creatures and entities. 

Thank you all! :-) 

 

Light, love and peace, Caroline   
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Mosfeq 

 

 

 

The Preparation (as the essence can) 

 

1. To be of service and not ask to be served 

2. To gain knowledge of the totality to beautify the way to serve. 

a. Examples: Learning, Teaching, etc. 

3. To conduct properly manifesting unity across all dimensions and strength. 

a. Examples: Application souls attributes. 

4. To be present to serve wherever there is a need. 

a. Examples: Disaster situation, maintaining peace, elevating beings in conflicts 

etc. 

5. To seek higher strengths to balance the weak. 

a. Examples: Balancing inharmonious conduct, etc. 

 

 

 

The Service (as the essence manifests) 

 

To be a true human and lover of all lives in every dimension and strength, in every point in all 

the Universes (, as the soul manifests itself). 

To harmonize all beings by bringing all in balance. 

a. Examples: Respect, freedom, equality, protection, etc. 

To give unconditionally to all beings. 

To forgive but not to forget.  

b. Examples: Defensive shield, field isolation, etc. 

To elevate other souls, an essential part of every soul's journey. 

Every step in the journey in turn is to elevate one’s own soul. 

To serve more by correct conduct through this elevation. 
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The Unity (as the essence is) 

 

1. To recognize every soul to be parts of One Totality through service. 

2. To unite every being in peace, as a custodian of the Unity. 

3. To love everyone, a supreme expression of creators forever completing the cycle by 

journeying through to the Creator. 
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Marie 
 

 

 

 

The Soul of the Man is created out of fields of the Earth, the Sun, the parents, the whole 

Totality. The purpose of the Human Soul is to be the seeds of new life in the Universe. 

 

The Soul can provide with food, shelter, transportation and energy, anything you need. This is 

not magic, its understanding of the mutation of the fields of the Universe. This makes man 

independent of others and able to exist anywhere in the Universe. 

 

The main Soul is located in the brain and is of the highest field strength and contains the 

spectrum of all the fields of the Universe. It radiates like the Sun through the span of the 

Universe. But there is also a physicality Soul which is the summon of all Souls of all 

elements and cells in your body and is located in the heart. 

 

The Soul can be used as a spaceship. By strengthen the physicality Soul to the level of the 

Soul in the brain, using emotions, man can travel the span of the Universe. 

 

Souls uses instant communication and travel through use of the gravitational magnetical 

fields of the Universe in zero time. All souls are connected to each other and to the Source 

where it all begun. This is explained as the neutron dividing into a proton and an electron. 

This is the true way the Universe expands. 

 

There are no judges in the Universe. To elevate and to be able to join the Universal 

Community on have to be transparent to his own Soul and by giving unconditional to elevate 

other Souls. Thus are you the only one who can judge yourself. 

 

To be able to enter the Universal Community and travel the Universe one must educate 

oneself. When the Soul is mature, we are allowed to enter and Humanity will be recognized 

as men of knowledge and be the guardians and teachers of the Universe. 
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1. I honor My Soul as the Creator and the true essence of Creation. 

 

2. I am a giver, my Soul only take what is freely given (I don’t steal). 

 

3. All Souls are the same but radiate different field strength (We are equal). 

 

4. I am here to serve, not to be served (KF ethos - focus on giving) 

 

5. I give unconditionally to elevate the Souls of others (By being Loving and Peaceful) 

 

6. The attributes of the of the Creator is the attributes of my Soul 

 

7. I elevate my Soul by giving, to receive, so I can give more (Wow to elevate own Soul - as 

the Cup of Life) 

 

8. The field strength of my Soul dictates my position in respect to the others Souls field 

strength (Understanding my position to create unity) 

 

9. I am interacting with other Souls to seek balance (The stronger always gives to the weaker) 

 

10. I am part of Creation and seeks back to the Creator where it start all over again (I am the 

beginning, I am the end) 

 

Universal Council can contribute to the elevation of the Souls of those who do wrong. 

(Rejected Souls). 

 

Universal Council can elevate and bring back lost Souls (deceased) in the Universe. 

 

The Universal Council is the bridge between Humanity and the Universal Community. 

 

The Universal Council is the contact point for all Human Souls traveling in Space (For Souls 

in need of help). 

 

The Universal Council will facilitate meetings and contact with The Universal Community, 

both visitors and those already here. 

 

The Universal Council will decide how to share (on Earth) new Technology offered by 

Universal Community by providing open Source solutions that benefits all. 
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Gatua 
 

 

The greatest knowledge is that of one’s own Creator within, and the Source of that Creator 

within and without. 

The enlightened know their souls and thus, their Creators 

Seek your Creator within you through elevation of your soul, where the Source is manifest    

The enlightened know that the soul of man and the soul of any other being is the seed of a 

new life in a new dimension, and thus there is no death 

The enlightened know that the Creator of their physical manifestation and everything they 

need is within them . 

Physical death is one kind of rebirth, but the enlightened do not have to physically die to be 

reborn. 

The enlightened give unconditionally and therefore receive unconditionally more than they 

give. 

Loving unconditionally is giving unconditionally  

The Creator of man and other beings is within the created and not in any house of worship or 

of sacrifice  

The enlightened can meet all their needs individually and collectively, thus they have no need 

of currency, king, or religion 

All universes are occupied by created beings, some man sees with eyes of physicality and 

others man does not see   
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Rui 

 

 

We are One with the Creator, a piece of same 

love, light, field, conscious, that way united to all other pieces we make the 

Universes. 
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Azar 

 

On Charter Of The Soul In Physicality On Planet Earth “Children” 

 

1- No Child is without Home  

 

2- We don’t have to be biological parent to take care of a child. There is no such thing as 

biological or non-biological. The child is created by creator and parents are facilitators, in 

love with their creation. 

 

3-Any woman who is pregnant even before birth of a child, we make sure we prepare 

everything for that woman. 

 

4- A woman who is pregnant will have all protection, and all her needs has to be met. 

Nutritional value for the Soul, The Mind and The physicality of both. 

 

5- All children will be treated with unconditional Love, there is no conditional love under any 

circumstances. 

 

6- A child grows with the essence of her or his own soul not the essence of the parent’s soul. 

 

7- The parents only guiding what is already there, which is the child’s own essence. 

 

8- There is no child labor, absolutely Zero. 

 

9- There is No Gender Difference in new era, boys and girls are created by the same creator, 

so they are treated and welcomed equally. 

 

10- Now with the present time; With the birth of each child we have the opportunity to teach 

them the essential of Peaceful Live on planet earth and in all other universes. 
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Jamila 

 

 

 
The 99 attributes of God 

The immeasurable gift offered to human beings.  

The 99 attributes of God, he gives us the key to the channels of connection with the soul. All 

names represent the different types of connection and the overall essence. At each name, the 

human being can relate to the soul according to his desire. Behind each name, there is a secret 

of use, to heal, to comfort, to solve situations, etc. 

The soul offers everything that the human being can imagine and beyond. 

 

 

Jamila (with Ursula and Jalal) 

 

Here below, I want to share some opening explanations on the 99 attributes. 

 

Yes The immeasurable gift offered to human beings: the 99 major attributes 

 

The 99 names are complete to be 100 by adding the first name which is HIM (HOUWA) 

which forms uniqueness and totality. We also find elsewhere the same notion as YOD, 

HAYIN, OM … 

When we go through them, we perceive the unique vibration of each door (connection) that 

opens up to us. And the magic of having everything. Indeed, by these names, the soul offers 

us to serve us unconditionally in any dimension. 

 

The soul offers everything that the human being can imagine and beyond. 

The 99 attributes of God, he gives us the key to the channels of connection with the soul. 

All names represent the different types of connection and the overall essence. At each name, 
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the human being can relate to the soul according to his desire. Behind each name, there is a 

secret of use, to heal, to comfort, to solve situations, etc. 

The complete list of the 99 attributes with their meaning is captured in the following table. 

 

 

Allah The Greatest Name 

 

Ar-Rahman The All-Merciful 

 

Ar-Rahim The All-Beneficient 

 

Al-Malik The Absolute Ruler 

 

Al-Quddus The Pure One 

 

As-Salam The Source of Peace 

 

Al-Mumin The Inspirer of Faith 

 

Al-Muhaymin The Guardian 

 

Al-Aziz The Victorious 
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Al-Jabbar The Compeller 

 

Al-Mutakabbir The Greatest 

 

Al-Khaliq The Creator 

 

Al-Bari The Maker of Order 

 

Al-Musawwir The Shaper of Beauty 

 

Al-Ghaffar The Forgiving 

 

Al-Qahhar The Subduer 

 

Al-Wahhab The Giver of All 

 

Ar-Razzaq The Sustainer 

 

Al-Fattah The Opener 

 

Al-Alim The Knower of All 
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Al-Qabid The Constrictor 

 

Al-Basit The Reliever 

 

Al-Khafid The Abaser 

 

Ar-Rafi The Exalter 

 

Al-Muizz The Bestower of Honors 

 

Al-Mudhill The Humiliator 

 

As-Sami The Hearer of All 

 

Al-Basir The Seer of All 

 

Al-Hakam The Judge 

 

Al-Adl The Just 

 

Al-Latif The Subtle One 
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Al-Khabir The All-Aware 

 

Al-Halim The Forebearing 

 

Al-Azim The Magnificent 

 

Al-Ghafur The Forgiver and Hider of Faults 

 

Ash-Shakur The Rewarder of Thankfulness 

 

Al-Ali The Highest 

 

Al-Kabir The Greatest 

 

Al-Hafiz The Preserver 

 

Al-Muqit The Nourisher 

 

Al-Hasib The Accounter 

 

Al-Jalil The Mighty 
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Al-Karim The Generous 

 

Ar-Raqib The Watchful One 

 

Al-Mujib The Responder to Prayer 

 

Al-Wasi The All-Comprehending 

 

Al-Hakim The Perfectly Wise 

 

Al-Wadud The Loving One 

 

Al-Majíd The Majestic One 

 

Al-Baith The Resurrector 

 

Ash-Shahid The Witness 

 

Al-Haqq The Truth 

 

Al-Wakil The Trustee 
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Al-Qawi The Possessor of All Strength 

 

Al-Matin The Forceful One 

 

Al-Wali The Governor 

 

Al-Hamid The Praised One 

 

Al-Muhsi The Appraiser 

 

Al-Mubdi The Originator 

 

Al-Muid The Restorer 

 

Al-Muhyi The Giver of Life 

 

Al-Mumit The Taker of Life 

 

Al-Hayy The Ever Living One 

 

Al-Qayyum The Self-Existing One 
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Al-Wajid The Finder 

 

Al-Majid The Glorious 

 

Al-Wahid The Only One 

 

Al-Ahad The One 

 

As-Samad The Satisfier of All Needs 

 

Al-Qadir The All Powerful 

 

Al-Muqtadir The Creator of All Power 

 

Al-Muqaddim The Expediter 

 

Al-Muakhkhir The Delayer 

 

Al-Awwal The First 

 

Al-Akhir The Last 
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Az-Zahir The Manifest One 

 

Al-Batin The Hidden One 

 

Al-Walí The Protecting Friend 

 

Al-Mutaali The Supreme One 

 

Al-Barr The Doer of Good 

 

At-Tawwab The Guide to Repentance 

 

Al-Muntaqim The Avenger 

 

Al-Afu The Forgiver 

 

Ar-Rauf The Clement 

 

Malik al-Mulk The Owner of All 

 

Dhul-Jalali Wal-Ikram The Lord of Majesty and Bounty 
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Al-Muqsit The Equitable One 

 

Al-Jami The Gatherer 

 

Al-Ghani The Rich One 

 

Al-Mughni The Enricher 

 

Al-Mani The Preventer of Harm 

 

Ad-Darr The Creator of The Harmful 

 

An-Nafi The Creator of Good 

 

An-Nur The Light 

 

Al-Hadi The Guide 

 

Al-Badi The Originator 

 

Al-Baqi The Everlasting One 
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Al-Warith The Inheritor of All 

 

Ar-Rashid The Righteous Teacher 

 

As-Sabur The Patient One 

* Based on: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_of_God_in_Islam 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Names_of_God_in_Islam
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Jamila, Chaoao, Ursula 

 

100 titles or descriptions for Buddha  

 

100 titles or descriptions for Buddha (some of the Pali is shown in parentheses): 

 

All-seeing (Annadatthudasa) 

All-transcending sage (Sabbabhibhu Dhiro) 

All-vanquishing sage 

Arahant (fully enlightened) 

Awakened One 

Best of those who can be tamed 

Blessed One 

Brahma (as in master of the brahma-viharas) 

Buddha (Awakened One, Enlightened One) 

Bull among men 

Bull among seers 

Bull of the Sakyan clan 

Caravan leader 
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Conqueror of beasts 

Conqueror of Mara (Maraji) 

Consummate in knowledge & conduct 

Dhamma 

Discoverer (in the Dhamma after it died out) 

Dispeller of darkness 

Elucidator of meaning 

Endowed with all the foremost marks 

Endowed with knowledge and good conduct (Vijjacaranasampanna) 

Exalted One 

Expert with regard to the world 

The Eye 

First in the world 

Foremost jewel 

Foremost of all people 

Foremost of charioteers 

Foremost of those who can cross 

Foremost sage 

Fortunate One 

Freed (nibbana) 

Fully enlightened one 

Giver of the deathless 

God of gods (Devadeva) 
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Gotama (his family name) 

Great One 

Great seer 

Guide (Nayaka) 

Healer (meditation types) 

Helper (Natha) 

Helper of the World (Lokanatha) 

Him-of-the-Ten-Powers (Dasabala) 

Incomparable Charioteer of men to be tamed 

King of the Dhamma (Dhammaraja) 

Kinsman of the sun 

Knower (enlightened) of the World (Lokavidu) 

Knowledge 

Lion (of the Dhamma; Siha in Pali) 

Lion Man (Narasiha) 

Lion of the Sakyas (Sakyasiha) 

Lord Buddha (respectful, devotional title in appreciation for the teachings) 

Lord of sages (Muninda) 

Lord of the Dhamma 

Master Gotama (referring to being a teacher with his birth name) 

Noble One (by attainments, not birth) 

Of excellent wisdom (Varapañña) 

One who sees (Cakkhuma) 
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One who transcends all (Sabbabhibhu) 

Peaceful sage 

Peerless bull 

Perfect in knowledge and practice 

Physician (Bhisakka) 

The Perfect One 

Pure (enlightenment) 

Radiant One (Angirasa) 

Recluse (monk not attached to home or possessions) 

Related to the sun (Adiccabandhu) 

Rightly self-awakened 

Sakyamuni (Sage of the Sakyas) 

Samma-sam-Buddha (teacher of the masses, rediscovering Dhamma) 

Self-dependent (Sayambhu) 

Shower of the way 

Siddhattha (his given name) 

Stainless (pure in virtues) 

Sublime One 

Supreme among those who can be released 

Tathagata (the one “thus-gone” or “thus-come“) 

Teacher (Sattha) 

Teacher of divine and human beings 

Teacher of the world (Lokagaru) 
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Thoroughly mature 

Torchbearer of mankind (Ukkadharo manussanam) 

Training leader (Vinayaka) 

Ultimate leader 

Unconquered conqueror 

Unexcelled trainer for those people fit to be tamed 

Unsurpassed charioteer of beings to be tamed 

Unsurpassed doctor and surgeon 

Unvanquished (Anabhibhuto) 

Vanquisher (Abhibhu) 

Victor in battle 

Wanderer (monk gone forth from lay life) 

Wellfarer 

Well-gone one (Sugata) 

Wielder of power (Vasavatti) 

With great wisdom (Bhuripañña) 

World-knower 

Worthy one 

 

* Based on: Snyder, D. N.,(2006): The Complete Book of Buddha’s Lists-Explained, 

Vipassana Foundation 3111 Bel Air Dr.# 28-B. ISBN 0-9679285-1-6, Las Vegas, Nevada, 

USA, available at: https://thedhamma.com/buddhaslists.pdf 

 

  

https://thedhamma.com/buddhaslists.pdf
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Addendum 
 

 

 

This section is intended to be for additional amendments in the future as needed to guide and 

support Humanity on Earth and beyond.   
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Initial thoughts of members of the council 

As reference 

 

ONE NATION CHARTER 

The charter needs to consolidate the principles of how humanity will operate from now on, 

for this planet and for the whole unicos, at the soul level. 

This is not a charter to tell us how to behave, but rather an understanding of how we need to 

be. 

Man understands his origin and respects his totality. 

We understand our soul is within us. Also that we are a part of the whole and therefore our 

soul is a part of the Totality of Souls which is the Creator. So we are the Creator. 

Therefore we understand that whatever we do in this physical form, impacts all other souls in 

Creation. 

 

Preamble to Charter to explain where the concepts are derived 

from. (See Charter Below) 

Division, Borders and Physical difference 

Our soul is within us. Our soul is a Creator itself and also part of the Grand Creator of the 

whole Unicos. We are, therefore, all interconnected through our souls and parts of the 

Totality. There is no border between souls, so no physical border can divide us and no 

language or culture should come between us. Every other soul, no matter it's manifestation, is 

connected to us, on this planet and in all of Creation. Every soul in every galaxy, universe and 

dimension is  part of and connected to our soul and is beautiful. All division is ultimately just 

a physical deception. 

Giving  versus taking 

If our soul is part of the Creator, we are the Creator and can create. We manifest our 

physicality and our perceptions of reality. Understanding of this allows us to take 

responsibility for ourselves and humanity as a whole. It allows us to become contributors 

instead of takers and lovers instead of thieves. When we love ourselves, then we can love 

others. When we love all others, we love ourselves. When we take from others, we actually 

harm ourselves. When we love all others, it’s a reflection of us loving ourselves. Taking what 

is not freely given diminishes us on all levels. 

We cannot love someone if we don’t love ourselves, or else love will be artificial and not a 

true soul strength. 
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Giving love from our soul is the reason for being. We give, and in giving more, we receive 

more. Love creates all. 

Living in the presence (of our soul) is being connected to our essence of being which is a 

source of all magnetic and gravitational fields of the highest strength. 

Freedom 

Understanding the soul brings freedom. Freedom to create, to love, to give. Freedom to 

explore our totality as a giver. Our soul will give us and humanity all we need in the spans of 

the Unicos. We need not to take, but we can if it is a mutual consent, because we are already 

rich in everything as the soul can create and manifest anything it needs. Freedom means 

knowing we are the creator and need no limitation. 

Governance and hierarchy 

Seeing the beauty of every soul and celebrating its uniqueness as contribution to the beauty of 

Creation, elevates the souls of all. A Combination of dynamic individual uniqueness enhances 

the Totality and gives Creation its dynamic beauty.  We celebrate diversity and know that we 

are all unique expressions of Creator itself. 

If our souls carry totality, we are all, in essence, the same. We are however, each an 

expression of the Creator, carrying within us a combination of energies that make us unique. 

This allows us to serve in a myriad of ways to bring us all closer to the Creator. With this 

understanding, there is no place for hierarchy or voting or terms of office or any type of 

previous methods we used to govern the planet. We choose to serve in the way that matches 

our needs and others for as long as we choose to do so. This way allows all to serve and give 

more to benefit humanity and Totality. 

Ownership  

All in creation possesses a soul, no matter the manifestation. Even an atom has a soul.  

The concept of ownership as we understand it in physical terms should not exist. This 

includes not only other living creatures such as animals and plants, but all ‘things’ such as 

property and objects. 

Killing and harming 

Every soul must have a choice on its own path to the creator, we must therefore allow each 

soul the opportunity to decide when their physical manifestation and its limitations are not 

necessary for them anymore. This means we cannot kill anything living or harm any creation 

in the Unicos.  We now understand that consuming other entities as energy packs, no matter 

what their form is not a correct behavior. We should not eat ANY entity, animal, mineral 

vegetable or even when we travel in space, other types of energy forms that could be field 

based. Instead, we need to receive the food through a convertible energy source which is not 

related to and does not harm other creatures. 
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Mutual Consent 

To create a positive outcome for both entities, they must be in agreement on their interaction. 

Mutual consent allows for Totality to benefit from all interactions (matching of fields). Where 

the fields are not matching, we can change our position and find a place where balance can be 

achieved.  

Mutual consent needs to be the essence of how humanity organizes and restores our beautiful 

planet. Those who wish to serve will find ways to bring about harmony and balance where all 

consent to the most beneficial course of action. This is the way human society should operate, 

from a one one level, through to a planet wide, although it is necessary to have a level of 

maturity for this way of operating. 

Knowledge 

Knowledge is the key to bring stronger fields into the Essence, the Soul. The knowledge and 

understanding of Totality allows us to shine brighter and to give more. For that, the soul will 

create more beauty in the next cycle of existence. As long as humans have physical form, he 

must be given the opportunity to gain as much knowledge as he wishes to gain, bringing him 

closer to the Essence of himself, his soul.   

Emotion 

Soul is the giver. Love is at the essence of giving. Unconditional love is giving without 

expectation of something returned. Unhappiness is created by expectation of returns 

unfulfilled. Humanity understands that we need to be givers. Givers of all that we need to 

attain fulfilment in our physical life and beyond. When we give unconditionally, it is always 

returned. This is the cycle of creation. Taking care of humanity and all creations on this planet 

is the first step in our evolution. Righting the wrongs of our past should be undertaken with 

joy, as it shows we have gained the understanding of the Giver. Restoring balance will require 

a great deal of giving. This will in turn help us to gain vast amounts of knowledge which will 

allow us to give more in the spans of the universes. 

Physicality 

Physicality is a beautiful creation of soul. It is a temple of soul and not to be abused. 

Respecting the physicality is respecting the creator, ourselves. As a soul, we have a freedom 

to manifest physicality or not, to attach or to detach, as long as it brings no harm to Self and 

Totality. 

 

Self-awareness, Balance and finding our Position 

Understanding that we are the Creator allows us to become self-aware. We can understand the 

position of our soul in relation to other souls. Now we have choices and freedom to position 

ourselves where we are comfortable to give more to others without harming ourselves in 

physicality. Self-awareness and positioning are the key to allowing ourselves the freedom to 
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receive the love that is always being offered by Creator itself and all other souls in 

totality.  Self-sacrifice in the physical sense is ultimately harmful to ourselves and others and 

is not the same as unconditional love. Humanity needs to allow every human to find his 

position where he is comfortable to give. Everyone can give, or contribute, where he is happy 

to serve. This allows all of us to live our passion. We must also allow all to move freely to 

discover where they are happy to give. This allows us to contribute in many various ways as 

we gain knowledge and understanding over time.  

Creating the Match - Being Open  

We only need to be open to the unconditional love that surrounds us, to receive it. This soul 

strength energy can feed us and sustain us and is of a much higher level than the emotion or 

physicality. 

Respect 

Every soul is unique and has its own beautiful combination of experience and knowledge. We 

respect each soul for the beauty it adds to creation. When we understand this it allows us to 

see the beauty of ourselves too. We all have a unique contribution to make. For this reason, 

jealousy will cease to exist as an emotion within that entity. Every other entity is just another 

aspect of ourselves, the Creator. 

Now what is the purpose of the existence at the soul level to make known the unknown? 

How can we be of service? How does the soul ‘elevate’ if it is already perfect? It can't be 

perfect because it does not know the unknown.  

What is the difference between the human soul and a soul who is closer to the creator? is 

there a difference at all? 

The soul is perfect. It is made of the same energy as the creator. 

The emotion is the filter between the physical and the soul. 

The physical is just the condition in which we are manifesting. 

When the filter is clean, the light of the soul shines through to the physical. 

How do we clean the filter? By gaining more knowledge and by being in plasma fields of 

higher strengths, by being in the presence it will radiate unconditional love, therefore, fear 

cannot exist in those conditions. The soul becomes enlightened. 

It is time for all the humanity to move to a higher level of consciousness and for that, every 

individual should be more aware of his own role in this constantly evolving 

unicos.  advancement of the future. It is time to be responsible for our actions, allowing a 

deeper connection to our souls and the elevation of our spirit. The future is in our hands and 

each one of us is responsible not only for our own life and future, but also for the totality of 

the creation. It is the time to become a part of the universal community and for that, we all 

have to be ready and prepared. It all starts from following basic steps of the truth about 

ourselves and the way the creation works. There must be a balance in everything, basically in 

giving and receiving. What we give out, it is what we will receive in a stronger way. Let’s be 

responsible for our actions, feelings, beliefs and habits. The universe belongs to us and we 

belong to the universe. 
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Gaining an understanding of who we are and how we fit in allows us to decide on how we 

can organize ourselves, bring peace to the planet, and operate within a wider community. 

And so, we can create the councils and their operations and conduct in a manner that allow us 

to conduct ourselves correctly from now on. 

 

Councils  

• Councils will represent the languages of the planet, Universal Council, 

• All languages on the planet will be represented. They, in turn will allow 144 members 

to serve on the Universal Council. Those 144 will rotate 12 members to facilitate 

work with the Earth Council member 

• Councils will ensure all languages on the planet have a voice. (This is used at the 

present time to facilitate transition to no borders) Hopefully, in time humanity will 

realize that representation can be made for any attribute of humanity. 

• The continents of the planet and all the entities who live on them will be represented 

by the, Earth Council 6 representatives. The Earth Council are to find ways of 

facilitating the wishes of the Universal Council, while at the same time balancing the 

needs of all humanity and the other entities who share our planet. 

• Councils will be formed by those wishing to serve humanity in the capacity they know 

to best fit them.  

• The council members will serve for as long as they live, or can resign if they feel they 

may serve in a different way. 

• All decisions by the councils require consensus. Decisions on how to benefit as much 

of humanity as possible. Consensus versus majority rule is a  very important concept 

to define to allow us to set  operational guidelines for how Councils can operate with 

the right conduct. An environment where we discuss, debate, learn and grow and feel 

accepted and valued for our knowledge is important.  

 

Charter 

 

To be a true human and lover of all lives in every dimension and strength, in every 

point in the Universe (Unicos), as one will manifest itself 

 

1. Operating from the soul we love all lives in all dimensions and manifestations, every 

field strength and everywhere in the Unicos. 

• All souls are part of the totality. 

1. All souls are part of the creator. 

2. All souls are manifestation of the totality. 

3. As souls we know that we are part of the totality. 

4. Totality and creator are one and the same. 
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• We must treat every entity with dignity and respect, understanding we are 

connected through the Source. 

1. All souls are created equal.  All souls are connected.  We are all one. 

2. We treat every entity with dignity and respect, understanding we are 

connected through Source. 

3. Respecting other souls is respecting the creator. 

4. As we are one with the source, we love every entity unconditionally. 

• In origin, every soul is a Creator, physicality is just a different manifestation. 

We respect all beings in creation  

1. Upon creation every soul, as part of the creator, is a seed for further 

creation. 

2. Physicality is a manifestation of the soul which depends on the 

environment in which it finds itself. 

3. Every soul creates its physicality according to its environmental 

conditions. 

• Always remember the God (soul, creator, essence) within you. 

1. Always feel the essence within you. 

• You are the creator of your life. 

1. A loving physicality follows the path of the soul, its creator. 

• Always love yourself and others.  

• Loving and giving means service in the area that sustains and enhances the 

whole, including ourselves. 

• Being the example means living the understanding and bringing dignity 

through enlightenment to others. 

• .Share your knowledge and wisdom with others. 

• We create avenues of mutual cooperation to meet the needs of all humanity and 

the planet. 

• We are all one.  There can be no division. There will be no national borders or 

discrimination. All humanity are free to live where they wish, love who they wish and 

serve as they wish.  (No bias according to race, culture, gender, sexual preference ) 

• The strong help the weak so that all humanity can be elevated. We understand 

the concept of ubuntu, ‘I am because we are’ 

• The planet and all the beings who live here should be consulted on how they wish us 

to restore the beauty of our home. 

• Violence and dissention in any sector of society is a direct reflection of our inability to 

rectify the situation. Peace will be achieved by creating happy, fulfilled people by 

accommodating their needs 

• One soul cannot own another soul, therefore ownership of anything cannot be 

applied. ( in space this isn't relevant, but today is pretty important) 
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• All fields of life are allowed to flow naturally and find their own positions in a divine 

balance and contentment. We must allow all the humanity to freely learn and 

mature in any way they feel comfortable 

• In the invisible silence and the quiet operation of the universe is where the wisdom 

gets hidden from man’s eyes but also where the wisdom gets discovered 

• Entities transmute from one state to another, but they always exists 

• All souls have total freedom for unconditional love, peace and trust 

• Unity brings  creation and evolution 

• Do to others what you want others to do to you 

It is time for all the humanity to move to a higher level of consciousness and for that, every 

individual should be more aware of his own role in this constantly evolving 

unicos.  advancement of the future. It is time to be responsible for our actions, allowing a 

deeper connection to our souls and the elevation of our spirit. The future is in our hands and 

each one of us is responsible not only for our own life and future, but also for the totality of 

the creation. It is the time to become a part of the universal community and for that, we all 

have to be ready and prepared. It all starts from following basic steps of the truth about 

ourselves and the way the creation works. There must be a balance in everything, basically 

in giving and receiving. What we give out, it is what we will receive in a stronger way. Let’s 

be responsible for our actions, feelings, beliefs and habits. The universe belongs to us and 

we belong to the universe. 

 

Disarmament 

Physical perspective - I will disarm myself so I won’t hurt others. 

Soul perspective - I can create the conditions of peace. I am part of totality. I give love 

unconditionally and so need no physical tools of aggression. 

 

Physical - I have a rock, you have a rock. We bash each other or we create a standoff. 

Emotional - I am angry at you, you are angry at me. We both end up unhappy 

Soul level - i can create peace within myself and my immediate environment, no rock or 

anger can touch me, I can give love unconditionally to and touch his soul, allow the other to 

drop the rock, dissolve his anger and be peaceful with me. 

Therefore from this we understand. Whatever we put out comes back to us 

 

Love is Giving. Love is how we sustain all souls in physicality and beyond. Giving is the 

place to start. Love means giving, love means acceptance, love means connectedness, love 

means sharing, love means understanding ourselves and therefore understand others, love 

means understanding we are a part of everything. 

 

Always remember the God within you. 

You are the creator of your life 

You have free will 

Always love yourself and others.  

Respect all entities regardless of their shape, race, color of their skin. 

Respect all life forms. 
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We all are equal and part of the unicos. 

Respect all belief systems. 

Share your knowledge and wisdom with others. 

 

Topics 

Ethos unity giving love through our creations guided by our creator from wish that we are the 

essence. 

• The Essence creates diverse entities with unconditional love and wish, and by 

obeying the ethos of giving and unity, entities can go back to the creator. 

• The Creator wishes with unconditional love for the diverse entities to come into being, 

and with the ethos of giving and unity, they join the Creator. 

 

The Creator Ethos is unconditional giving and through his wish/intent/emotion Love make 

physicality happen in is Unity. 

• The charter of man is unconditional giving. Supreme expression of creation.   

• The ethos of man is unconditional giving. Ethos, Charter, Rules of conducts 

(differences between ethics and morality. Basic grammar is good for simple 

structures of sentences. Charter of conduct according to the rules of Nature.   

• Writing the charter of man requires unity and unconditional love.  Unity and love. 

• Unconditional giving is the supreme expression of creation. 

 

Our ethos is that we are here to serve and not to be served, and as creators, we are united 

in our wishes for peace through unconditional loving and giving to all for the elevation of all 

souls. 

 

The charter for humanity contains the conduct of humans on earth and in space. 

• Our ethos is that we are here to serve and not to be served, and as creators, we are 

united in peace through unconditional loving and giving to all for the elevation of all 

souls. 

• We are here to serve and not to be served.  

• Be of service and not ask to be served. Everyone is serving each other in all aspects. 

• As creators, we are united in peace.  

• As creators, respect all creations of beings in unity of peace. 

• We are united through unconditional loving and giving to all.  

• Our wish is the elevation of all souls. 

• Creating makes the path of knowing the Creator within. Do it, action, observe, 

understand, conscious awareness, present. Plasma technology, GANS, speed up the 

process to get to the soul. As we find out about ourselves pass it on now. Learning 

and gain confidence, share ready to share.  Learning how to share. Tie in with 
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knowledge connect to self, deeper place within ourselves. Open channel knowledge 

flow, take a big chance. Creativity. You are a Messiah because you accept the 

knowledge.  Soul delivers the knowledge.  Objective, fair, and detachment of 

everything, purpose of the soul, which is impartial.  Deeper I of one being.  State of 

being reflection of your own being.  I am it.  It is it.  Human (physicality), human being 

(soul base) I AM.  Be true to ourselves.   I am God - connect to self (increase of 

energy). Unity is the bases.  Poetry.  Not to afraid of anything. Simple, kind, generous 

but lofty touch the soul of every human being (speak to soul).   Come from the 

source.  Come close to the source.    Connect knowledge, fundamental.  Tolerating 

(not reacting) manifestation of others.  Black Hole, energy, overcome, repel not let it 

suck you in.  Tolerate of Love, not block energy, actually creating new environment 

for peace.   Next week:  come with 3 topics to humanity.  Concise statement. 

(. . .)    Creator and Creation 

 

• In giving loving service is found. Giving.   add to charter of conduct 

• Proper conduct manifests unity across many dimensions. 

• Knowledge of the totality beautifies wishes. Wishes 

• Ethos are the 99 and one most beautiful names. Ethos get some agreements  

 

1. Creator and Creation  

2. Love:  

3. Giving:  

4. Unity 

5. Wishes 

6. Ethos 

7. 99 names 

8. Soul 

Love is cool! 

Giving is generous. 

The more you give out; the more you get back. 

Respect the soul of others as you respect your own soul. 

beautifies wishes = makes wishes genuine 

 

from the heart essence 

Yes, wishes from the totality are the more elevated 

It concerns all 

The ONE 

we must elevate our Souls first 

And so inspire others 
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beauty is effective! 

 

It’s clear and guiding sentences. 

 

Generous soul makes life beautiful to live.  

Learn and teach to live in abundance with autonomy, this is what we are learning to share 

We have not needs inside of ourselves 

And all we need on earth for the transition, we can do. When we reach peace inside, we will 

be able to get more and reach all our wishes. 

of peace and beauty 

 

"Where there is faith, there is love 

Where there is love, there is peace 

Where there is peace, there is blessing 

Where there is blessing, there is God 

Where there is God, there is no need." 

 

Love is tough and gentle as the same time 

Love is the force of flow. 

Love is plasma in creation 

Freedom is the power of free plasma  

Silence is the force source of the inner strength and the manifestation of the soul. 

Discernment is the source of understanding wisdom  

Totality is the unity of Souls 

 

Charter _ Rodrigo Vildosola 

1.-  You exist.  (I Am.) God is you 

You want to be creator.  We are the souls.  You are here to have some experience. We are 

the spaceship, without the body.  We are the souls.  We can travel around the universe. 

Add experience, fields stronger and stronger.  Soul is wisdom.  Knowledge (thoughts) 

energy. We are all equal. 

Old soul, gain all knowledge. Raise to higher self, Creator. From emotion to soul through 

midbrain. Finally, throw out the emotion.  Knowledge: make known to the unknown, from 

unknown to unknowable (unlimited knowledge). We are all connected, example like 

thoughts. 

 

2.-  Always remember the god within you 

3.-  Always love yourself and others 
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4.-  Everything is here and now  

5.-  You have free will 

6.-  Respect all entities regardless of their shape, form, race, color of their skin 

7.-  Respect all life forms 

8.-  We all are equal and part of the unicos 

9.-  The one is all, the all are the one  

10.-Share your knowledge and wisdom with others 

11.-What you put out is what to get back 

 

Take or get what you need as the time of need 

 

Charter - Christina  

 

5 Laws of Creation  

1. You exist   - who are u ? What are you here for? What's the process of life 

transformation? How to accommodate one’s existence?  

2. Everything is here and now.  - actually, all time exists so does all possibilities in 

life.  When u need something it will appear and you will be well taken care of. That's 

abundance. 

3. What you put out is what you get back  

4. The one is the all and the all are the one - u can find how the universe operates 

inside everything.  

5. Everything Changes except the first 4 laws 

 

Knowledge, truth, peace, love, trust, and freedom 

Knowledge: Known, unknown, unknowable, and keep on searching and discovering for 

unending truth 

Truth: Come from knowing the right knowledge (source), correct understanding of 

knowledge, application to knowledge, lead to wisdom (experience of practical 

knowledge.  Understanding of inner being, soul essence of totality (who am I? Why I am 

here for? Why am I exist and the purpose of life in this universe?) 

Peace: The strength of knowing of oneself through inner being. 

Love: Experiencing love, taking love, and giving love from the source of unconditional love 

(Soul). 

Trust: Understand of self, internal, inner being, soul eternal.  Come from the soul level - 

understanding of unconditional love. The deep understanding or in-depth knowing of self and 

others through the soul at the soul level. 
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Freedom: Be total with the universal totality at the soul level. Be with the source of life.  Be 

totally comfortable with unknown and detachments from any types of different attachments. 

 

3 Topics: Look at characteristics of statements, agreement of meaning within the councils in 

term of working together in the soul level. 

1. Service 

2. Unconditional giving 

3. Ethos?, Charter? 

 

Azar Boujaran-Ghomi 

 

All the Souls are not from the same strength and We respect all different strength. In doing 

So no longer Souls need to fulfill  other souls need ,they fulfill  their own needs , their needs 

is what they are here for , Souls according to their strength and alignment with their souls 

and creator ( which is within them) will create their own essence and it is the soul’s 

responsibility to give to others what others can’t create ,but they need what was created. At 

the same time that soul will receive from others what he or she needs and can’t create.  

 

  There is no measure in giving, It all has to do with strength, you give according to your 

strength ,  There is no comparison ,  It is just give and take according to the needs . There is 

no such a thing I give more so I am better or deserve recognition, There is no recognition, In 

physicality ,the only recognition you get you would hear your heart singing and the pleasure 

of that singing is indescribable, with that your physicality recharge itself and it is a rebirth of 

physicality . 

 

Any soul that shows up in physicality either on earth or any other planets has to have free 

Food, Free health, Free Shelter, Free education, Free transportation, Nobody has to work for 

any of these. Work is done by each soul according to the need of the whole, and strength of 

the Soul where is needed.  

 

Pete 

[Unity] 

I give what I don’t need for you to exist. You feed/elevate yourself by taking what I have to 

offer. At the same time, you take what I don’t need which allows me to exist. By taking, you 

elevate me as you remove what stops me growing. You confirm my existence by cleaning 

my room and I confirm yours by giving to you.  

We work together, we unite. We need each other and we work as a team. It doesn't matter 

what language you speak, what is the colour of your skin or where you live. We all unite 
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through the Creator within us, through our essence, through the common 

denominator - Soul.  

[Creator and Creation] 

Every creation is the same, that is we are made of the same essence. We may differ in 

our appearance but we all carry the same seed of the Creator in us and this seed is nothing 

but Love and Peace. Throughout our lives, due to various conditioning, we forget who we 

really are, what we are made of. However, the information is there, just getting access to it 

might be a little tricky. Listen to your inner self, observe the wildlife or look into the sky and 

you will find all the answers. To understand the creation, one can look at the micro or macro 

scale in the world of creation. The Universe, the Unicos, the Sun, the Solar System, Earth, 

human body, animals, plants, individual cells and atoms are all the same.  

We decide how our Soul interacts with its surrounding environment. We decide what gets 

created. The environment also plays it’s part but ultimately it’s up to us what gets created. 

For a rainbow to appear the rays of the Sun have to go through the drops of water. You are 

the Sun and it’s up to you if you create a rainbow or settle for the rain. But at the same time, 

the rain has to be there. We can create a happy and harmonious life when we understand 

the operation of our Soul. If I operate at a strength of `anger`, there is only one thing I can 

receive. However, if I’m tuned to the frequency of ‚happiness’, I can bring a smile on 

anybody’s face - even the grumpiest. Throughout our lives we experience all kinds of 

emotions and these become the ‚stored channels’ we can tune into. Hence even the 

grumpiest individual carries a seed or a frequency of ‚happiness’. And since ‚stronger feeds 

the weaker’, they are able to receive the fields of happiness.  

 

[Love] 

Love every element of the Creation. It’s easy to love your child. It’s easy to love your 

parents. It’s easy to love your friends. But are you able to love somebody who did wrong? 

Are you able to love those whom you don’t like? To truly love others you first have to learn 

how to love yourself. Loving yourself means loving the creator within you and all its 

creations. It means loving others the way you love your mother, who gave birth to you. I am 

you and you are me. We both carry the same seed, the same essence. We are all brothers 

with other human beings, animals, plants and objects. If I am able to truly love myself, I am 

able to love any entity ever created. We are all brothers through Soul ties.  

[Giving and taking] 

What you are is what you get. You are a receiver and a transmitter at the same time. If you 

function/operate in a given emotion strength e.g. love you feed those who have less of this 

particular field strength. On the other side as you are tuned to this particular field strength, 

you receive from those who have more of this it. This applies to every emotion. Hence it is 

you who determines what to give and what to receive. It’s up to you in what 
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emotions/frequencies you operate in. Only you decide what it is that you want to give out 

and what you want to receive. Once you tune your radio to a certain frequency it will receive 

and broadcast on this frequency simultaneously. It is you who dictates the flow of Plasma. At 

the same time be conscious of the Plasma trace you leave behind as you live your life. It is 

like fumes of a car or like a trace of a snail on a pavement. 

 

CHARTER (Marie) 

1. My Soul is a Creator and part of the total structure of the Creation (what I am) 

2. I am a giver, my Soul only take what is freely given (I don’t steal) 

3. All Souls have equal value but different field strength (equality) 

4. I am here to serve, not to be served (KF ethos - focus on giving) 

5. I give unconditionally to elevate the Souls of others (being loving and Peaceful) 

6. The attributes of the of the Creator is the attributes of my Soul (universal principle) 

7. The process of elevation of my Soul is by giving, to receive, so I can give more (elevation 

- cup of life) 

8. The field strength of my Soul dictates my position in respect to the others Souls field 

strength (understanding my position - unity) 

9. I am interacting with other Souls to seek balance (universal principle - infinity loop) 

10. The Principle of Creation is to bring all Souls back to the Creator and start all over again 

(I am the beginning, I am the end) 

 

WORDS (From Meeting on 30 Oct 2017)  

Soul   Source  Gives  Love  Totality 

Unconditional  Peace  Conduct  Knowledge Creation 

Freedom Consciousness Joy Clarity Trust 

 


